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**Vol 1 Jan 57 - May 60**

- P1 Image 8 Preparing amplifiers
- P4 Image 11 Float preparations Jan 57
- P13 Image 22 Feb-April '57 Cruise (DII) Gulf Stream
- P33 Image 44 Notes on Cambridge magnetometer
- P86 Image 107 Mukluk Cruise July '57 Spencer F.Baird
- P125 Image 148 Calculation for long life floats
- P129 Image 156 Preparing floats to send to New Zealand
- P145 Image 182 DII May – July Cruise 1958
- P185 Image 222 DII Nov-Dec 1958
- P205 Image 242 Half year pinger design Preapartion for Aries Cruises
- P230 Image 269 Woods Hole to Bermuda Aries June ‘59
- P233 Image 272 Aries June 1959 Cruise 5
- P240 Image 279 Aries July 1959 Cruise 6
- P244 Image 283 Aries July 1959 Cruise 7
- P251 Image 290 Aries August 1959 Cruise 8
- P257 Image 296 Aries Aug-Sep 1959 Cruise 9
- P261 Image 300 Aries Sept 1959 Cruise 10
- P265 Image 304 Aries Sept 1959 Cruise 11
- P266 Image 305 Aries Oct 1959 Cruise 12
- P267 Image 306 Crawford Cruise 34 Oct 1959
- P272 Image 313 Aries Nov 1959 Cruise 16
- P276 Image 319 Crawford Cruise 34 November
- P283 Image 326 Crawford Cruise 34 Nov-Dec 1959
- P86 Image 329 Atlantis Cruise 252 Dec 1959
  - Image 333 Aries Feb 1960 Cruise 21
  - Image 335 Aries Feb 1960 Cruise 23
  - Image 337 Aries Feb 1960 Cruise 25
  - Image 339 Aries March 1960 Cruise 26
  - Image 342 Aries March 1960 Cruise 28
  - Image 344 Aries April 1960 Cruise 29
  - Image 346 Aries April 1960 Cruise 30
  - Image 351 Aries May 1960 Cruise 31
  - Image 344 Some stats on IIOE?

**Vol 2 May 60 – Jan ‘67**

- P1 Image 9 Aries May 1960 Cruise 32
Image 13  Aries May 1960 Cruise 33
Image 20  Aries June 1960 Cruise 34
Image 28  Aries July 1960 Cruise 35
Image 35  Aries July-Aug 1960 Cruise 36
Image 40  Aries Aug 1960 Cruise 37
Image 47  Preparations for work in Faroes-Shetland Channel
Image 52  Discovery II, June-July 1961
Image 76  Erika Dan Jan-Apr 1962
P 93  Image 103  Neil Brown salinometer notes
P 97  Image 109  Notes on visit by Dr Tyrrell Bell Labs
P105  Image 117  Notes on RRS Discovery shakedown Cruise Feb-Mar 1962
Image 156  Second shakedown Cruise
Image 160  Upwelling Cruise May-Aug 1963
Image 200  IIOE 1964 Cruise (Feb-Sept 1964)
Image 269  Discovery Cruise 5 Part 1 May 1965
Image 279  Tests on Braincon CMs at Feltham
Image 282  Discovery Cruise 10 (Feb-Apr 1966)
Image 310  Notes on WHOI moorings as used on Hudson
Image 317  Rearrangement of space on Discovery
Running of labs
Image 327  Cruise 6 June 65 notice

**Vol 3  Jan 67 March 73**

P 1  Image 9  Hudson  Jan - Apr 67
Image 28  Calibrations of Plessey Current meters
Image 34  SCOR Cruise WHOI  July-Aug 67
Image 52  Details of Oct ’67 (CR20) moorings
Image 62  Discovery Cr20  Oct-Dec 67
P 85  Image 115  Vickers Venturer Sept’68
Image 120  HMS Hydra Oct-Nov ’68
Image 134  HMS Hydra Dec’68-Jan ’69
Image 138  Discovery 25 MEDOC ’69
P 129  Image 163  Discovery 27
P 135  Image 169  Vickers Venturer NIO Cr 3  Jul ’69
P 145  Image 179  John Murray Oct ’69
Image 186  Discovery 31 MEDOC ’70
Image 208  Discovery 34 Air Sea Interaction
Image 224  Discovery 37 Nov-Dec’70
Image 241  Discovery 38 Jan-Apr’71
Image 274  Discovery 44 Dec’71
Image 286  Discovery 46 Leg 2+3 May ’72
P 255  Image 303  John Murray June 72
Image 308  Discovery 49 JASIN 72
P85  Image 357  Ballasting floats Nov 72
     Image 372  Discovery 52 Feb 73
     Followed by various notes on early moorings
     Image 425  Notes on current meter inventory

Vol 4 Mar 73 - Jul 82
     Image 8  Discovery Cruise 53  (MODE-1)
              Rossby Fellowship at WHOI
     Image 46  MODE float notes WHOI Nov ’73
     Image 75  Knorr Cruise 40 Apr 74
     Image 104  Shackleton Feb Mar 1975  (Indian Ocean)
     Image 124  Discovery Cr 70  (Topographic Expt)
     Image 140  Shackleton July Aug 1975
     Image 156  Atlantis II May-Jun 1976
     Image 202  Currents near hot salty holes 29 Oct 1976
     Image 206  Discovery Cr 81 Legs 1 and 2 Jan-Feb 1977
     Image 231  JASIN work plans
     Image 238  Discovery Cruise 86 JASIN 1977 Sept 7-30
     Image 255  Doppler shear meter  (Tim Crocker)
     Image 259  Discovery Cruise 102 Indian Ocean May-July 1979
     Image 228  Discovery Cruise 117 Jan-Feb 1981
     Image 300  Discovery Cruise 130 June-Aug 1982

Vol 5  June 83 –
     Image 8  Discovery Cruises 138 and 139  June Aug 1883
     Image 33  Visit to NOAA/AOML and CMAS Miami Feb-Apr 1984
     Image 65  Visit to Univ. Miami CMAS 9-22 Nov 1984
     Image 70  Charles Darwin Cruise Feb Mar 1985
     Image 88  Marion Dufresne Cruise April May 1985
     Image 108  Visit to NOAA/CMAS 5-20 Oct 1985
     Image 116  Marion Dufresne Cruise MD-49 (INDIGO-2 SINODE) Mar 1986
     Image 137  Discovery Cruise 162 22Sept - 10 Oct 1986
     Image 147  Notes on salinometry on board Columbus Iselin Jan 1987
     Image 148  MEDOC ’87 Columbus Iselin
     Image 173  Marion Dufresne JADE Cruise 30 July – 9 Sept 1989
     Image 196  Discovery Cruise 189 Mar-Apr 1990
     Image 230  Meteor cruise May June 1991

Vol 6  Crease Notes
     Discovery Cruise 6